ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Due to the growth of the internet size and applications, the current address space and features provided by IPv4 may not be sufficient [5] [9] . There for, a new protocol that has larger addresses space and improvement features is needed. IPv6 was developed as a solution for these problems by offering a huge address space which will be more than enough, and by providing improvement and new features in comparison with IPv4. This paper outlines suggested modifications on the IPv6 protocol addressing type and size in comparison with current IPv6 protocol and shows how badly we really need these modifications to improve the over all internet performance as much as possible. It not only takes a deep look at the addressing type and size that IPv6 presents, but it also gives a good idea of what really the IPv6 modification based on significant needs for these modifications. Also, this paper presents an attempt to implement the suggested modifications to improve over all performance in the internet. It also discuses the predicted exhaustion dates of unallocated IP addresses for size range between 32-bit and 128-bit in the internet. The unallocated address pool exhaustion for this range with size interval of 8-bit is discussed using a study that we develop based on IPv4 address report generated at 30-Jan-2013 [7] the remaining addresses in RIR pool and world population projection growth rate including the derivation of new formula that predict IP Address consumption. On other hand, it shows which address size will solve the exhaustion problem at the same time this size should be less than 128-bit, to reduce the overhead in IPv6 packet basic header by 40%.
After all modifications that we will introduce in this paper, the IPv6 still has the same main functions, which are the routing between different networks until it reaches the destination network. The other main function is to identify a destination host that has the destination IP address within the destination network. Our goal is to improve the over all internet performance and avoid some of IPv6 problems. In order to do that we discussed the IPv6 addressing type and we introduced some problems and suggested solution for these problems.
IPV6 ADDRESSING TYPES
IPv6 supports three main addressing types:
Unicast Addressing
In unicast addressing only a source interface sent the packets to only one destination interface with unique IP address [8] . This type of addressing may have n bit prefix with arbitrary length starting from 0 bit prefix (no prefix) [1] . This prefix is used as subnet or interface identifier. So the length of address prefix depends on the number and size of needed different subnets in each region.
We haven't any suggested modifications on this addressing type at all.
Multicast Addressing
In some situations, the same packets may be sent to more than one destination. In this case IPv6 uses an addressing type called multicast addressing. In this type of addressing the network infrastructure is used to send a datagram only once even if many replication of this datagram are needed to be delivered for several (groups) hosts joining a particular IP multicast address [8] [1] , where the replication of the packet is done by dedicated nodes in the network.
IPv6 uses the address block with the prefix ff00::/8 for multicast applications [1] . A message sent to a multicast IP address will be sent to all members of this group. It is often employed for streaming media applications on the Internet and private networks.
In this type of addressing two protocols are used to discover the set of multicast addresses for which there are listening nodes for each attached interface. The first one is called Multicast Listening Discovery protocol (MLD) and the other used protocol is MLDv2 [8] [2] . Where MLDv2 is distinct from MLD by allowing a multicast listener that has a specific multicast source addresses interest to register this interest with their neighboring routers. This feature is very useful in solving the problem of A denial-of-service attack (DoS attack) or distributed denialof-service attack (DDoS attack) by isolating attackers (removing thier source addresses from the registered source addresses list in the neighboring routers) [10] [11] . This means that MLDv2 is much secure than MLD.
For this reason MLD can be omitted from modified IPv6 multicast addressing and only depend on MLDv2 instead.
Anycast Addressing
On the other hand, anycast addressing is used in situations where the packets need to be sent to only one member of a group typically which is closest to the sender [1] . For example, consider a client needs to access a server with multiple instance of www.helpe.com with IP address 1c::32 that is shared in a group of 4 members when a client uses DNS lookup for the www.helpe.com IP address then the return address will be 1c::32 and since there are 4 servers with this address the router to which the client is attached directly will decide which one the packets will be send to (Figure1). 
Anycast addressing problems
This type of addressing has many problems that can affect the over all performance of packet exchanged between a client and a member of a group. The following are some of these problems:
-If the client is multi-homed then there may be a number of switching between members of the group while the client is moving across different regions [4] . This switching process may cause a flap problem while changing the upstream provider. -If any attacker pretends to be the closest member for some anycast groups by using a fake IP address. -Instability of one or more anycast member's location would have severe impact on the reachability of any cast prefix [4] . -For each anycast address, a prefix P identifies the topological region in which all interfaces belonging to that anycast address reside. If the prefix P is null, the members of the set may have no topological locality [1] . If the prefix P is null for the anycast address it must be advertised as a separate outing entry throughout the entire Internet, which presents a severe scaling limit on how many such global anycast sets can be supported -
Solution for Anycast addressing Problems
To avoid most anycast addressing type problems, a number of restrictions can be considered, such as anycast addresses must not be used as source addresses on IPv6 packets. Anycast addresses must not be assigned to IPv6 hosts that is, they can be assigned to IPv6 routers only [1] [4] .The important question now is whether these problems will prevent using this type of addressing mode in the modified IPv6 or not? And if we decide to omit this addressing type in the modified IPv6, can anycast addressing be mimicked with another addressing type that will implement the most important benefits of this addressing type and avoid at the same time many of its problems?
One of two solutions can be suggested here either to choose the only candidate for implementing anycast addressing which is the multicast addressing or use anycast addressing type with a number of restrictions.
LIMITED BROADCAST ADDRESSING
There is one addressing type that is used in IPv4, no more used in IPv6, which is the limited broadcast addressing. This type of addressing is used in situations where a packet needs to be sent from one sender to all attached recipient nodes in the same LAN [3] . It is called limited since it does not reach every node in the internet.
This type of addressing can be implemented by using multicast addressing type, by joining all nodes attached to the same LAN of the sender. The same multicast IP address will be used as a destination address of the packet needed to be sent to all nodes [1] . This is more secure than the limited broad cast addressing. So there is no need to use this type of addressing in the modified IPv6 addressing schema.
IPV6 ADDRESSES SIZE
The main reason for introducing IPv6 is to overcome the concerns of the rapid growth in internet which demands more and more unallocated IP addresses to be available to accommodate this growth. IANA IPv4 unallocated address pool exhaustion will be very soon [9] [6] [8] . Since the address space that IPv4 provides is no more sufficient for the internet needs today, where many studies predict that a platform to provide flexibility for further growth and expansion has become urgent. And the main feature of this platform should be the address space size that it represents.
IPv6 was present as a life saver for IPv4 exhaustion problem since it supports 128-bit IP address. [8] . This address space will not face the exhaustion problem even after a billion years. If we look at IPv6 packet header given in figure1, it is clear that IPv6 source and destination IP address occupy a 32 bytes from 40 bytes of the basic IPv6 header total size as illustrate in Figure2, which is 80% of header total size [3] [13] . This is considered a big overhead, in comparison with the basic header total size. So in order to make an effective reduction in IPv6 packet over all overhead, a reduction in IPv6 address size is the ideal solution. But the question here is how much should the reduction be? To answer this question we need to take into consideration that the new address size should be large enough so that it can accommodate the needs of the world in the far future. 
IP EXHAUSTION PREDICTION USING WORLD POPULATION PROJECTION
The ipv4 can provide address space up to 256/8 blocks, 14% of these blocks are reserved and the remaining (86%) are available for allocation, and so 220/8 blocks is the total address space available for allocation [6] . According to IPv4 address report generated at 30-Jan-2013 [7] , the remaining addresses in RIR pool (/8s) is as following: for APNIC is 0.8905/8 block, for RIPE NCC is 0.9357/8 block, for ARIN is 2.9634/8 block, for LACNIC is 2.6080/8 block and for AFRINIC is 3.8019/8 block which means that the total remaining address in RIR pool is 11.1995/8 block.
IPv4 addresses exhaustion date is the time when the pool of available addresses in RIR reaches the last /8 block available for allocation, in other words if the remaining unallocated addresses for RIR address pool are less than 16,777,216 addresses [7] . From what has been stated above we can conclude that the total allocated RIR address space of IPv4 in 2013 is 209.7225/8 blocks. The main question that we need to answer is: when will RIR remaining unallocated addresses exhaust? And if we have the choice to increase the size of IPv4 address, what is the most effective size? Is the IPv6 address size is the most effective size? In order to answer these questions we need to predict the exhaustion date for several IP address sizes and then try to choose the smallest size with acceptable exhaustion date.
Available Address Space for IP Address of Size N
As we mentioned before IPv4 address are equivalent to 256/8 blocks of IP address space. That means if we use 33-bits in IP address, this will be equivalent to 512/8 blocks. In Table 1 we have listed the equivalent number of /8 blocks for the range of IP size in bits (32-bits to 128-bits). We have also listed the expected unassigned address space for each size in 2013. We have picked this year since this is the year of IPv4 address report generated (30-Jan-2013) [7] of remaining addresses in RIR pool (/8s) which will be used as a base for our prediction for IP address exhibition date. That means the values in the unassigned IP address column represent the remaining IP addresses blocks in 2013 if we use the corresponding IP address size N. As we can see in Table1, if IP address size is 32-bit, the unsigned blocks are 11. but if we increase the size to 33-bit this will expand the number of unsigned blocks to 267. And so number of unsigned blocks is grows exponentially as the address size increases until it reaches the value of (2.02824E+31) blocks for 128-bit address size. This number of blocks is equivalent to address space of (3.402822057984E+38) IP addresses.
World Population (1950 -2050)
The World Population numbers issued by international programs which list the world populations for years from 1950 to 2050 [12] contains two parts: a short-term projection to 2050, together with historical population estimates back to 1950. Table2 shows world population for each year.
As we can see in the above 
Growth rate formula:
The projection of world population is performed using annual growth rate, where the annual growth rate is calculated for each year using the current and next year population. The growth rate formula for calculating the growth rate for any year is as following:
r(t) = [ (P(t+1) -P(t)) / P(t)] * 100 --------------(eq. 1 ) [12]
Where: t: year, r(t): growth rate from midyear t to midyear t+1, P(t): population at midyear t.
IP Exhaustion Date Prediction
We can obviously note that the relation between IP addresses consumption and world population is proportional. This relation can be strongly proved if we take a look at the table of annual IP addresses consumption and the table of annual world population. And so, we will use the population projection to predict the exhaustion date for several IP address sizes.
First of all, we will derive an equation that we will use in the prediction of IP addresses consumption for next year depending on IP addresses consumption for the current year. In order to do that, we will use population growth rate equation to generate predicted needed address space for years after 2013. The following is IP address consumption prediction equation that we derived assuming that IP consumption growth rate is equal to population growth rate:
IP(t+1) = [(IPr(t) * IP(t))/100] + P(t) -------------------(2) Where:
IP(t): allocated IP addresses at year t, IP(t+1): allocated IP addresses at year t+1, IPr(t): growth rate from midyear t to midyear t+1.
After that, we will use equation (2) to generate expected unsigned IP blocks for each years starting from 2013 to the year corresponding address space that 128-bit IP address can provide. In order to do that we need growth rate of IP address consumption for each year in that range. If we take a look attable 2 we will see how the growth rate of population start decaying from year 1967 and keep decaying to the last year of projection and if we made a long-term projection it expected to decay also to the last year of projection. In other word, the growth rate of the year 2050 is expected to be the maximum growth rate from year 2050 until any year the long term projection will end with. So, for our approximation we will use the growth rate of year 2050 as an approximation for IP growth rate consumption for any year after 2050. This assumption is not the ideal assumption but this paper tries to predict the expected IP address consumption from world population point of view.
Expected Allocated IP Address Blocks (2013 -16285)
In this part, we will focus on generating the expected needed IP address blocks for years form 2013 until 16285 (figure) as a first step. So we can use these numbers together with Table1 as a base for the generation of the expected exhibition date for different IP address sizes. We accomplish this task by matching the address space that each address size can provide with the expected needed block addresses for each year.
The chart in figure 3 represents the relationship between the number of expected allocated addresses and the year for that allocation. The duration that this figure covers is 14272 years which could be considered as a long term prediction, the importance of this kind of study is based on developing solution for IP address exhibition for thousands and thousands of years. As we can see in the above figure 3 the number of expected allocated IP address blocks is exponentially increasing towards 1.01047E+31 blocks in year 16136. Also we can note that the number of allocated blocks for the first 1000 years after 2013 increases slowly compared with allocated blocks from 4000 to 16136 which increases from 2486934 to 1.01047E+31 blocks.
Exhibition Date for IP Address of Size N
Now we will use the expected allocated IP address blocks prediction together with available address space for IP address of size N (Table1) to predict the exhaustion of the available address space for an IP address range from 32-bit to 128-bit. (For example, the study predicts that the unassigned address for the 32-bit address space will be exhausted by 2017). In the same way, we will predict when the address space for each IP address size will be exhibited. To cover the range from 32-bit to 128-bit, we pick an interval of 8 bits length between two consecutive addresses size. Figure 4 shows the prediction for this range of addresses size. As shown in Figure 4 , the number of years that ranging between 32-bit and 128-bit of IP address that can be accommodated is growing up starting from year 2017 for address size 32-bit until the year of 16285 for address size 128-bit with difference equal to 14268 years.
IP Address Exhibition Date Prediction
For IP address size 40-bit the exhibition date will be in year 3221, and for the next IP address size in the figure the date becomes 4408. After that, the exhibition date that 56-bit address size will offer is 5596 which means 1188 years more than the previous one and this number increases for 64-bit address size to 2376 years. Then, for 72-bit address size the exhibition date will be 7971 and for 80-bit it will be 9159 which will be increased to 10346 for 88-bit address size. This increase in predicted exhibition date continue for 96-bit where it is 11534 and so on. Finally, for 128-bit address size the exhibition date will jump all the way to 16285.
If we reduce the IPv6 address size from 128-bit to 64-bit, this size can accommodate 18,446,744,069,599,100,000 IPv6 addresses and exhibition date will be at year 6748, which is more than 4000 years from now. So why should we stick to IP address size of 128-bit while 64-bit address size providing reduction of basic header IPv6 packet overhead up to 40% of the packet header total size which is considered as a significant reduction, that will improve the over all IPv6 performance for at least 4000 years.
CONCLUSION
This paper explained the need to add some modifications on IPv6 protocol addressing types and size, by determining some addressing type weak points that affect the protocol performance and cause many problems that we could face. At the same time, it discusses its large address size that occupies 80% of IPv6 basic packet header total size. Also, a short study is developed to improve the IPv6 overall performance through the internet by reducing source and destination address size to 64 bit for each one.
For multicast addressing and by a simple comparison between the two multicast addresses discovery protocols MLD and MLD2, it is clear that only MLD2 protocol can be used in modified IPv6 since it can solve serious problems like DDOS attack. On the other hand, for any cast addressing type the paper mentioned major problems that can affect packet exchanging with a group member, then solutions were suggested for most of these problems by either using some restrictions on this addressing type or by implementing it using multicast addressing. This addressing type also was presented as a replacement of limited broadcast addressing since it is more secure. So multicast addressing is the most important addressing type in IPv6 protocol. Finally, this paper explained the redundancy of waste space that is reserved to IPv6 source and destination addresses and it concluded that it should be reduced. To make that possible we developed a quick study based on IPv4 address report generated at 30-Jan-2013 [7] the remaining addresses in RIR pool and world population projection growth rate including the derivation of new formula that predict IP Address consumption. On the other hand, it shows that choosing 64-bit address size will solve the exhaustion problem. At the same time, this size reduces the overhead in IPv6 packet basic header by 40%. Our study predicts that exhibition date for each IP address size starting by 32-bit and increments this size 8 bits at a time until we reach 128-bits size.
